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1. Cleaner and Greener Services

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 This document is the draft high level current service specification for Cleaner and Greener 
services, comprising:

(a) Waste and recycling collection services;

(b) Street cleansing services;

(c) Grounds maintenance services; and

(d) Associated ancillary services including assistance in the case of civil emergencies.

1.1.2 This document shall form the basis for the detailed service specification that shall be 
developed through the competitive dialogue procurement process.  Variables in square 
brackets [ ] are highlighted for discussion.

1.1.3 This document is a high level description of the current services, so does not cover all local 
exceptions and variations.

2. Waste and Recycling Services

2.1 Overview

2.1.1 We provide the following waste and recycling services:

(a) Household Waste Collection Services (Non-chargeable);

(b) Household Waste Collection Services (Chargeable);

(c) Bring Bank Service;

(d) Commercial Waste Collection Service;

(e) Saturday skips;

(f) Public events; and

(g) Abandoned vehicles (provisional item).

2.2 Household Waste Collections (Non chargeable)

2.2.1 We collect Recyclables every two (2) weeks and Residual Waste every two (2) weeks on 
the same Collection Day each week.

2.2.2 We collect all Recyclables and Residual Waste that is placed in the Containers at the 
Collection Point by [0700] hours on the agreed Collection Day.

2.2.3 We collect Containers from, and return them to, the Collection Point.  The Collection Point is 
the edge of the property except in cases where assisted collections are required or 
operational constraints dictate.

2.2.4 Where any excess Recyclables or Residual Waste is presented for collection not within an 
approved Container we:

(a) Immediately notify the householder of the reason for non collection [by bin tag]; and

(b) Where regular problems occur liaise with the householder to ascertain why this has 
occurred and advise on or provide a solution to prevent re-occurrence.

2.2.5 We immediately clean any spillage that occurs whilst collecting or emptying the Container.

2.2.6 We rectify Missed collections notified:

(a) Before [1430] hours on the Collection Day by the end of the [next] Working Day; and
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(b) After [1430] hours on the Collection Day by the end of the [second] Working Day.

2.2.7 We continually strive to ensure that the Recyclables we collect meet the acceptance criteria 
for the Materials Reclamation Facility (MRF), so we perform a visual inspection of the 
Container prior to emptying and where Containers for Recyclables:

(a) Are contaminated we immediately notify the householder of the reason for non 
collection and what action the householder needs to take [by bin tag]; and

(b) Are regularly contaminated we liaise with the householder to ascertain why this has 
occurred and find a solution to prevent re-occurrence.

2.2.8 We assess householder requests for larger, smaller, additional or replacement Containers 
within [7] days of Notification.

2.2.9 We supply and deliver new or replacement Containers of an agreed specification to 
households within [14] days of Notification.

2.2.10 We maintain a database of Containers to include details of number, type, size, delivery 
date(s) and number of replacements for each household.

2.3 Household Waste Collections (Chargeable)

2.3.1 When requested to do so, we collect garden waste from household premises and make a 
reasonable charge for collection only.  Households can choose to pay an annual 
subscription charge per Container to receive a fortnightly collection on [20] occasions during 
the period [March] to [December].

2.3.2 When requested to do so, we collect bulky goods from households within [14] days of the 
householder's request and make a reasonable charge for collection.

2.4 Bring Banks

2.4.1 We provide, monitor, empty, clean and repair/replace Bring Banks operated by the 
Authority, and keep surrounding areas clean and tidy.

2.4.2 We empty Bring Banks between [0700] and [1900] hours with such frequency to ensure that 
they do not overflow.  When Bring Banks are emptied, we ensure that they are re-sited on, 
or as close as possible to, their original location.

2.5 Commercial Waste

2.5.1 When requested to do so, we collect waste from commercial premises and make a 
reasonable charge for collection and disposal.  We provide commercial premises with the 
appropriate type, size and number of Containers for their business.

2.6 Saturday skips

2.6.1 [On the first four Saturdays of each month], we site a sixteen cubic metre (16m3) skip at 
[2] locations within the City in accordance with a published schedule.  These skips are for 
the collection of household refuse1 that is not suitable to be compacted in the refuse lorry.

2.7 Public Events

2.7.1 When requested to do so, we provide suitable Containers for the separation of Waste and 
Recyclables at Public Events supported by the Council.  During the event we monitor and 
empty the Containers as necessary and at the end of the event we empty and remove the 
Containers.

1 We do not accept TVs, fridges/freezers, computer monitors, fluorescent tubes, car batteries; or tyres
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2.8 Abandoned vehicles

2.8.1 Upon receiving a report of an abandoned vehicle, we investigate within [5] days of 
Notification and if we deem the vehicle to be abandoned then we issue a statutory notice.

2.8.2 If the vehicle is not removed within the notice period then we arrange for the vehicle to be 
removed.

2.9 Winter maintenance

2.9.1 Subject to agreement with the County Council, we reallocate resources to snow clearance 
and gritting of priority areas when required.

3. Street Cleansing Services

3.1 Overview

3.1.1 We provide the following cleansing services:

(a) Street cleansing;

(b) Litter bin and dog bin emptying and maintenance;

(c) Furniture washing;

(d) Fly-tipping removal;

(e) Fly-posting and graffiti removal; and

(f) Public events.

3.2 Street cleansing

3.2.1 We have classified the City into five (5) main zones according to their intensity of use:

(a) High Intensity of Use Zone (Zone 1A – City Centre, Pedestrian Areas);

(b) High Intensity of Use Zones (Zone 1 – City Centre, Outer Areas & St. John’s)2;

(c) Medium Intensity of Use Zones (Zone 2 – City access routes);

(d) Low Intensity of Use Zones (Zone 3 – Neighbourhood Zones); and

(e) Areas with Special Circumstances Zone (Zone 4 – Distributor roads).

3.2.2 We aim to achieve Grade A standard of cleanliness after cleansing (See Appendix 1).

3.2.3 We regularly update cleaning schedules and undertake cleaning operations to ensure that 
Service Areas do not fall below Grade B standard during the hours in Table 1 below.

3.2.4 If a Service Area falls below Grade B standard during the hours in Table 1, we aim to return 
it to Grade A standard within the Response Time.

Table 1 – Hours and Response Times for each Zone
Zone Mon to Fri Sat Sun Response time

1A [0700] to [1900] [0700] to [1900] [0800] to [1800] [2] Working Hours

1 [0800] to [1600] [n/a] [n/a] [5] Working Hours

2 [0800] to [1600] [n/a] [n/a] [1] Working Day

2 Includes car parks
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Table 1 – Hours and Response Times for each Zone
Zone Mon to Fri Sat Sun Response time

3 [0800] to [1600] [n/a] [n/a] [14] Days

4 [0800] to [1600] [n/a] [n/a] [28] Days or as soon as 
reasonably practicable

3.2.5 We remove:

(a) Sharps and other drugs related Hazardous Litter from Service Areas as part of the 
normal cleaning operations or within [1.5] Working Hours of Notification;

(b) Dead animals from Service Areas as part of the normal cleansing operations or within 
[3] Working Hours of Notification;

(c) Leaf and blossom fall as part of our normal cleansing operations but we also make 
seasonal adjustments to our cleansing schedules to address Service Areas prone to 
leaf and blossom fall;

(d) Chewing gum deposits, insofar as is reasonably practicable, as part of the normal 
cleansing operations; and

(e) Litter and Detritus from around, under and in between parked vehicles.

3.2.6 We provide a street washing service at specified locations within Zone 1A.  Subject to 
weather conditions, this is undertaken:

(a) [5] days each week during the period [April] to [September]; and

(b) [1] day every [2] weeks during the period [October] to [March].

3.2.7 We undertake jet washing at specified locations within Zone 1A on at least [2] regular 
occasions through the year to remove chewing gum and other contaminants.

3.2.8 We control the growth of weeds at specified locations within the Service Area so as to 
ensure that Zones do not fall below Grade B standard3.

3.2.9 We Litter pick verges of high speed roads in Zone 4 on at least [3] regular occasions 
through the year.

3.2.10 All Service Areas are mechanically swept or litter picked on at least [3] regular occasions 
through the year.

3.3 Litter bin emptying, cleansing and maintaining Litter bins

3.3.1 We aim to ensure that Litter bins are:

(a) Emptied on [3] occasions per day in Zone 1A;

(b) Emptied before they are full in all Service Areas; and

(c) Kept clean inside and outside by cleansing when required.

3.3.2 In the event that a Litter Bin:

(a) In Zone 1A:

(i) Is full then we empty it within [1] Working Hour of Notification; and

(ii) Is dirty then we clean it within [3] Working Hours of Notification.

(b) In all other zones:

3 Highway weed control is undertaken by the County Council.
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(i) Is full then we empty it within [1] Working Day of Notification; and

(ii) Is dirty then we clean it within [5] Working Days of Notification.

3.3.3 When emptying Litter bins, we ensure that:

(a) The contents are collected in covered vehicles to prevent spillage;

(b) All reasonable care is taken to prevent damage to the Litter bins;

(c) Any Litter adjacent to the Litter bin is removed;

(d) The Litter bin is cleansed inside and outside (as required) and any Graffiti or Fly-
Posting on the Litter bin is removed in accordance with the manufacturers' 
recommendations taking care not to scratch or damage surfaces;

(e) All hinges, locks and other moving parts are checked and oiled or greased (as 
appropriate);

(f) Any separate inner liner is returned and securely refitted;

(g) Any locking device is fully engaged after emptying; and

(h) All securing fitments or devices are in a safe condition and do not present a hazard to 
members of the public.

3.3.4 We ensure that any missing or damaged Litter bin:

(a) Does not present a danger to the public and measures are taken to leave the site in a 
safe and clean condition; and

(b) Is replaced or repaired as soon as possible and in any event within [5] Working Days 
of Notification, except in Zone 1A where a repair or replacement will be in place within 
[3] Working Days.

3.4 Street furniture washing

3.4.1 We undertake street furniture washing as and when required to keep street furniture in a 
clean condition.  We clean dirty street furniture in Zone 1A within [3] Working Hours of 
Notification.

3.4.2 We undertake cleansing of city council owned bus shelters on [9] regular occasions through 
the year.

3.4.3 We inspect, maintain and repair street furniture and bus shelters.

3.5 Fly-tipping removal

3.5.1 We inspect Fly-Tipping that is identified by our staff or reported to us and co-ordinate 
activities with the Council’s enforcement team as appropriate.

3.5.2 We remove Fly-Tipping from all Service Areas in accordance with the response times 
detailed in Table 2 below:

Table 2 - Response Times for Fly-Tipping Removal

Classification Working
Hours Description Response Time

Emergency
(All Zones)

See
Table 1

Applies to Fly-Tipping in any 
zone that by virtue of its 
location and/or type may 
present an imminent hazard to 
human health or the 
environment.

Respond and attend site 
within [1] hour of 
Notification and complete 
the part of the Services as 
quickly as reasonably 
practicable.
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Table 2 - Response Times for Fly-Tipping Removal

Classification Working
Hours Description Response Time

Urgent See
Table 1

Applies to Fly-Tipping in Zone 
1A

Complete the part of the 
Services within [5] Working 
Hours of Notification.

Priority See
Table 1

Applies to Fly-Tipping in Zone 
1

Complete the part of the 
Services within [1] day of 
Notification.

Routine See
Table 1

Applies to Fly-Tipping in Zone 
2, 3 and 4

Complete the part of the 
Services within [14] days of 
Notification.

3.5.3 Immediately following the removal of Fly-Tipping, we aim to achieve:

(a) Grade A standard on metalled surfaces; or

(b) At least Grade B standard on soft landscaped areas.

3.6 Graffiti and Fly-Posting removal

3.6.1 We undertake the complete removal of:

(a) Any Graffiti and Fly-Posting on public land, premises or structures within the Service 
Area; and

(b) Offensive Graffiti and Fly Posting from any land, structure or premises within the 
Service Area (subject to owner consent),

all in accordance with Table 3 below:

Table 3 - Response Times for Graffiti and Fly-Posting Removal

Classification Working
Hours Description Response Time

Emergency
(All Zones)

See
Table 1

Offensive Graffiti or 
Fly-Posting in any 
zone that:
 relates to race, 

religion, etc.; 
and/or

 is likely to incite 
further anti-
social 
behaviour.

Respond and attend site within [2] 
Working Hours of Notification and 
complete the part of the Services as 
quickly as reasonably practicable

Urgent See
Table 1

Graffiti or Fly-
Posting in Zone 1A

Complete the part of the Services 
within [5] Working Hours of Notification

Priority See
Table 1

Graffiti or Fly-
Posting in Zone 1

Complete the part of the Services 
within [1] Working Day of Notification

Routine See
Table 1

Graffiti or Fly-
Posting in Zones 2, 
3 and 4

Complete the part of the Services 
within [14] days of Notification
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3.7 Public events

3.7.1 Each year there are regular and one off Public Events within the Service Area that require 
additional cleansing services.  We provide:

(a) A Service Delivery Plan for the Public Event;

(b) An estimate of the additional costs that are likely to be reasonably and properly 
incurred in providing the Services in accordance with the Service Delivery Plan 
provided in accordance with paragraph 3.7.1(a) above; and

(c) Services as agreed with the Service Manager, either redirecting existing resource or 
employing additional resource, or both.

3.8 Flood clean-up

3.8.1 Following flooding of riverside paths and open spaces, we clean affected areas of silt and 
detritus in accordance with the Service Flood Plan.

3.8.2 In the event of major flooding events, we provide emergency assistance as required in 
support of a civil emergency.

3.9 Election Logistical Support

3.9.1 We provide the following election logistical support leading up to, during and post an 
Election:

(a) Ensure that disabled ramps and other furniture, equipment and/or material are 
delivered to, placed at and collected from polling stations and counting venues across 
the city ensuring no hindrance to the public’s democratic right to vote;

(b) Clearing up and making safe (as necessary) if any accidents should occur during 
polling station opening, the count, postal votes or other processes involved in 
Elections;

(c) Store ballot booths and potentially store other Election equipment and/or material; 
and

(d) Any other duties as may be required.

3.10 Public Conveniences

3.10.1 We inspect, clean and maintain public conveniences throughout the City.

3.11 Building Cleansing

3.11.1 We undertake cleansing of the Council’s offices and depots.

3.12 Community Clean Up Days

3.12.1 We undertake Community Clean Up Days on [12] regular occasions through the year.

3.13 Winter maintenance

3.13.1 Subject to agreement with the County Council, we reallocate resources to snow clearance 
and gritting of priority areas when required.
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4. Grounds Maintenance Services

4.1 Overview

4.1.1 We provide grounds maintenance services in the following areas:

(a) Cemeteries and closed churchyards;

(b) Premier Parks;

(c) Play areas;

(d) Sports areas;

(e) Open spaces and parks;

(f) Nature reserves and conservation areas; and

(g) Allotments.

4.1.2 Grounds maintenance services include:

(a) Grass maintenance;

(b) Formal shrub beds, grass beds;

(c) Furniture inspection and maintenance;

(d) Injurious Weeds and Invasive Non Native Species (INNS);

(e) Plant supply and planting;

(f) Seasonal bedding and roses;

(g) Shrubs and hedges;

(h) Trees and structure planting; and

(i) Watercourses and open water.

4.2 Cemeteries and closed churchyards

4.2.1 We maintain grass in cemeteries and closed churchyards by:

(a) Cutting to the [G20-30] standard in ornamental areas and remove arisings;

(b) Cutting to the [G50-75] standard in burial areas;

(c) Cutting to the [G50-75] standard in naturalised bulb areas;

(d) Cutting on [2] regular occasions per year in meadow burial areas;

(e) Strimming around all obstacles, whilst taking all reasonable care not to damage 
memorials, trees, edges, walls, fences or any other obstructions;

(f) Edging paths on [1] regular occasion per year; and

(g) Edging roadways on [2] regular occasions through the year.

4.2.2 We maintain flowers, roses, shrubs, hedges, architectural grasses and trees in cemeteries 
and closed churchyards by:

(a) Planting flower beds with summer bedding;

(b) Keeping flower, rose and shrub beds predominantly free of weeds at all times;

(c) Pruning shrubs, hedges and trees on [2] regular occasions through the year including 
those which are on path edges and situated on graved areas; and

(d) Prune epicormic growth annually.
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4.2.3 For purchased memorial planting, we undertake:

(a) Weekly inspections (and keep records);

(b) Maintenance as required to ensure absence of weeds, weekly raking of the soil 
surface;

(c) More frequent pruning as required to maintain in an attractive condition; and

(d) Replacement of any dead or diseased plants with well established plant of the same 
species and similar size.

4.2.4 When notified by Bereavement Services, we dig or re-open graves within:

(a) [48] hours prior to the interment time in normal circumstances;

(b) [24] hours prior to the interment time in exceptional circumstances; and

(c) [4] hours prior to the interment time where special circumstances or religious rites 
demand an early interment.

4.2.5 On the day of the funeral, we:

(a) Check the grave at regular intervals to ensure that the grave is in good condition and 
is clear of any visible water;

(b) Remove any flooding using an approved pump and surface drainage pipe;

(c) Promptly carry out necessary works to ensure that the funeral can take place at the 
appointed time;

(d) Remove the grave boards/planks;

(e) Dress the floor of the grave with grass cuttings, greenery or sawdust;

(f) Supply clean synthetic grass mats to a colour and design agreed with the Authority 
and drape them;

(g) Place coffin lowering webs of synthetic material and strong varnished wooden struts 
across the grave in readiness to accept the coffin; and

(h) Leave the graveside as the cortege approaches and wait at a discreet distance until 
instructed to commence backfilling.

4.2.6 After the mourners have left the cemetery we:

(a) Remove the webs, struts, grave mats, timbers and shoring systems;

(b) Backfill the grave;

(c) Regularly firm down the soil;

(d) Ensure the grave is level with adjacent ground; and

(e) Place floral tributes on the grave.

4.2.7 For [9] months following interment:

(a) Inspect graves at monthly intervals and after heavy rain; and

(b) Use topsoil from the store to level the grave with adjacent ground areas if the grave 
level has sunk.

4.2.8 After [9] months following interment we turf the grave.

4.2.9 When instructed, we undertake exhumations in accordance with:
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(a) The conditions of any Home Office Licence, etc. Faculty, Coroners Order or Sheriffs 
Warrant or other such statutory force;

(b) The Institute of Cemetery & Crematorium Management (ICCM) Code of Safe Working 
Practice for Cemeteries; and

(c) The Institute of Cemetery & Crematorium Management (ICCM) Exhumation 
Handbook.

4.2.10 We remove floral tributes from the graves [14] days after the date of the interment unless 
otherwise instructed.

4.2.11 We undertake regular litter picking, sweeping of metalled surfaces and emptying of Litter 
bins in cemeteries and closed churchyards.

4.3 Premier Parks

4.3.1 We maintain four (4) Premier Parks to a high standard, over and above that required to 
achieve Green Flag status.  Table 4 below details the Working Hours and the number of Full 
Time Equivalent (FTE) staff at each Premier Park:

Table 4 (Premier Parks)

Gheluvelt Cripplegate Fort Royal Riverside
[Apr] to 
[Sep]

4 FTE
Mon to Sun
[0730] to [1800]

1 FTE
[Mon] to [Fri]
[0730] to [1800]

1 FTE
[Mon] to [Fri]
[0730] to 
[1530]

4 FTE
Mon to Fri
[0730] to [1800]
Sat and Sun
[0800] to [1800]

[Oct] to 
[Mar]

2 FTE
[Mon] to [Fri]
[0730] to [1530]

1 FTE
[Mon] to [Fri]
[0730] to [1530]

1 FTE
[Mon] to [Fri]
[0730] to 
[1530]

4 FTE
Mon to Fri
[0730] to [1800]
Sat and Sun
[0800] to [1800]

4.3.2 We maintain and operate a ‘Splashpad’ water play feature within Gheluvelt Park during 
specified hours from Easter Bank Holiday until September (weather dependant).  We ensure 
a suitably qualified member of staff is on site during hours of operation (see Table 4 above).

4.4 Play areas

4.4.1 For all equipped play areas we:

(a) Undertake [fortnightly] visual inspections and maintain a record as per the 
recommendations of BS EN 1176 and BS EN 1177:2008;

(b) Undertake [monthly] inspection of moving parts and maintain a record;

(c) Commission an [annual] inspection and written report by a specialist engineer all in 
accordance with the recommendations of BS EN 1176 and BS EN 1177;

(d) Cleanse all surfaces including impact absorbent surfacing; timber steps; ramps; 
bridges and access decks in a clean and tidy condition, free of weeds, moss and 
algae without the use of residual chemicals and fit for their intended play usage;

(e) Maintain bark mulch and sand areas at a suitable depth at all times, as determined by 
size and type of installed equipment to the recommendations of BS EN1176 and BS 
EN 1177, using bark mulch and sand that is approved for use in children's play areas;
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(f) Remove any Graffiti, Fly-Posting, stickers or chewing gum in accordance with the 
manufacturers' recommendations taking care not to scratch or damage surfaces;

(g) Check any moving parts and oil or grease (as appropriate);

(h) Make minor repairs e.g. repairs to loose bolts, protruding nails and sanding of sharp 
edges; and

(i) Check all securing fitments or devices are in a safe condition and do not present a 
hazard to members of the public.

4.4.2 If we identify damaged play equipment or safety surfacing that may present a danger to the 
public then we:

(a) Take measures to make the play equipment safe before leaving the Service Area;

(b) Repair the play equipment or safety surfacing the same day;

(c) Replace consumable parts the same day; or

(d) Replace non specialised replacement parts from stock within [7] days.

4.5 Sports areas

Football pitches

4.5.1 We provide pitch maintenance services to:

(a) Include pitch inspections on [1] regular occasion each [week] during the playing 
season;

(b) Provide a suitable quality and safe playing surface that has:

(i) An even sward in a healthy and vigorous condition generally free from weeds, 
pests and diseases; and

(ii) A playing surface that is true and flat without potholes, dips or surface water 
that are likely to cause injury to players.

(c) Include tasks that are suited to the playing surface conditions and the prevailing 
weather conditions at the time;

(d) Include all materials and specialist equipment;

(e) Include a full renovation program within [1] month of the end of the season to such 
areas of the football pitch that are worn, particularly:

(i) Goal mouths;

(ii) Penalty areas and

(iii) Centre circles.

4.5.2 With regards to football goal posts, we:

(a) Ensure that all goal posts meet the latest British and European standards;

(b) Erect and fix [1] week prior to the commencement of the playing season;

(c) Undertake inspections on [1] regular occasion every [week] in accordance with BS 
8461: 2005, record all inspections and where defects are identified either:

(i) Repair immediately;

(ii) Make safe before leaving the Service Area; or

(iii) Repair as soon as reasonably practicable.
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(d) Maintain all goal posts, crossbars, backstays, fixings, nets and sockets to include the 
supply and fitting of all nuts/bolts, washers, clips and fixings as required;

(e) Dismantle and safely store goal posts within [1] week of the end of the season;

(f) Clean, prepare and paint all goal posts, crossbars and net fasteners as necessary 
during the closed season.

4.5.3 With regards to goal post sockets, we:

(a) Ensure sockets are capped at the end of the season to prevent any trip, fall or other 
hazard to the public;

(b) Allow for the removal, replacement and installation of sockets as required to either:

(i) Satisfy any pitch realignment or dimension changes; or

(ii) To meet goal post manufacturer recommendations.

4.5.4 With regards to pitch marking, we allow for pitch marking to be carried out prior to:

(a) Weekend games; and

(b) If necessary, additional marking for mid-week games.

Hard surface tennis courts

4.5.5 Pre-playing season, we:

(a) Inspect the courts and complete all tasks before the playing season starts including:

(i) Cleaning the courts;

(ii) Fence repairs;

(iii) Playing surface repairs; and

(iv) Re-mark.

(b) Erect and fix posts [1] week prior to the commencement of the playing season.

4.5.6 During the playing season, we:

(a) Inspect all equipment, including nets and fences daily to ensure that the facility is safe 
to use.  If a defect is identified then we either:

(i) Repair immediately;

(ii) Make safe before leaving the Service Area; and

(iii) Repair as soon as reasonably practicable.

(b) Brush the courts [monthly] to remove Detritus;

(c) Ensure a safe, level, uniform and true playing surface is maintained where tennis 
balls bounce and travel accurately without undue deviation cause by the playing 
surface;

(d) Regularly test the tension of nets and adjust as required;

(e) Maintain tennis nets, posts and post sockets; and

(f) Maintain markings.

Golf course maintenance

4.5.7 We maintain an 18 hole municipal golf course sited within the Perdiswell public open space.
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4.6 Open spaces and parks

4.6.1 We undertake a range of grounds maintenance and cleansing activities in green open 
spaces and neighbourhood parks including:

(a) Removal of Litter and Refuse;

(b) Grass cutting;

(c) Shrub bed maintenance;

(d) Hedge cutting;

(e) Leaf clearance; and

(f) Tree inspection and maintenance.

4.7 Nature reserves; and conservation areas and

4.7.1 We maintain specified conservation areas in accordance with bespoke management plans.

4.8 Allotments

4.8.1 We undertake basic maintenance to communal areas on allotment sites.

4.9 Grass maintenance4

4.9.1 We achieve the grass cutting standards detailed in Table 5 below:

Table 5 (Grass cutting standards)

Description Ornamental Amenity 
grass Verges Rough

grass
Wildflower

Areas

Coding G20-30 G50-75 G50-100 G100-300 GWSP
GWSM

Equipment Cylinder C/R C/R R/F F/TRD

Arising
collected and
removed

Yes No No No Yes

Height after
cutting 20 50 50 100 100

Maximum
height of
growth

30 75 100 300 None (cut twice 
per year)

4.10 Formal shrub beds5, grass beds and planters

4.10.1 With regards to formal shrub beds, grass beds and planters we:

(a) Prepare proposals for planting designs using architecturally attractive low 
maintenance species;

(b) Supply plants that conform to BS 3936-7:1989 (Nursery stock. Specification for 
bedding plants) or a standard recognised by a member state of the E.C. or an 
equivalent international standard; and

4 Some roundabouts require grass maintenance 
5 Some roundabouts include shrub beds. 
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(c) Maintain formal shrub beds, grass beds and planters to include all necessary fertilizer 
applications, pest and disease control, pruning, dead-heading, supply of stakes, ties 
etc., irrigation and the replacement of plants as required to maintain the standard.

4.11 Furniture inspection and maintenance

4.11.1 For all furniture within the Service Area, we

(a) Regularly inspect to identify maintenance requirements and defects;

(b) Cleanse as required taking all reasonable care to avoid damage including avoiding 
the use of abrasive or corrosive materials that may cause damage to surfaces and 
equipment;

(c) Remove any Graffiti, Fly-Posting, stickers or chewing gum in accordance with the 
manufacturers' recommendations taking care not to scratch or damage surfaces;

(d) Check any moving parts and oil or grease (as appropriate);

(e) Make minor repairs e.g. repairs to loose bolts, protruding nails and sanding of sharp 
edges;

(f) Check all securing fitments or devices are in a safe condition that do not present a 
hazard to members of the public; and

(g) Identify damage that may present a danger to the public and make safe before 
leaving the Service Area.

4.12 Injurious Weeds and Invasive Non Native Species (INNS)

4.12.1 For Service Areas owned or maintained by the Authority, we:

(a) Inspect reported cases of Injurious Weeds or INNS within [1] week of Notification;

(b) Identify and employ the most appropriate method to prevent the spread of Injurious 
Weeds or INNS at each affected Service Area all in accordance with Environment 
Agency guidance; and

(c) Maintain a register of Injurious Weeds and INNS.

4.13 Plant supply and planting

4.13.1 With regards to plant supply and planting we:

(a) Develop and update an annual plan for the preparation, planting and maintenance of 
all bulbs, corms, tubers, roses and other plant material;

(b) Prepare sites for species planted in beds and turf;

(c) Ensure that all plants are stored in a manner that will not affect their performance or 
life;

(d) Carry out planting in accordance with specific requirements of the species;

(e) Maintain plant material at each Service Area to ensure that species last their 
maximum life; and

(f) Replace any unusable stock to maintain quantities.

4.14 Seasonal bedding and roses

4.14.1 With regards to seasonal bedding and roses we:

(a) Prepare proposals for spring and autumn bedding schemes;
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(b) Supply plants for seasonal bedding and rose beds that conform to BS 3936-7:1989 
(Nursery stock. Specification for bedding plants) or a standard recognised by a 
member state of the E.C. or an equivalent international standard;

(c) Prepare planting beds and then plant seasonal bedding and rose beds; and

(d) Maintain seasonal bedding and rose beds to include all necessary fertilizer 
applications, pest and disease control, pruning, dead-heading, supply of stakes, ties 
etc., irrigation and the replacement of plants as required.

4.15 Shrubs and hedges

4.15.1 We cut and maintain shrubs at each Service Area:

(a) Between 01 September and 28 February each year;

(b) So as not to impact on wildlife and in accordance with relevant legislation;

(c) To remove the previous year's growth; and

(d) To ensure they do not obscure sight lines.

4.15.2 We cut and maintain formal hedges, whether single or mixed species, at each Service Area:

(a) Between 01 September and 28 February each year;

(b) Using skilled Contractor Personnel;

(c) In accordance with good horticultural practice;

(d) Uniformly square on all sides and level on top;

(e) By removing any extension growth back to the previous cut to ensure that the height 
and spread of each hedge remains constant;

(f) By removing all clippings from the Service Area and delivering to an approved Waste 
Delivery Point;

(g) By removing rogue species and weeds at the same time as the hedge is cut;

(h) Whilst taking care not to unduly disturb the habitat of wildlife, in particular active 
and/or nesting birds.

4.15.3 We undertake containment trimming along paths and other access routes or access points 
through parks and open spaces, or where it can become a nuisance or safety issue.

4.15.4 We cut and maintain natural hedges at each Service Area so that they:

(a) Have a diversity of vegetation growing within their structure unless this is seen to be 
detrimental to the hedges natural well-being;

(b) Do not become a danger or sight line problem nor obstruct amenity grass cutting 
obligations; and

(c) Have clean, precise and un-ragged cuts on completion of the trimming operation.
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4.17 Trees and structure planting

4.17.1 We undertake routine tree safety inspections in accordance with Table 6 below:

Table 6 (Tree safety inspection categories and frequency)

Category Zone description Inspection frequency
Zone 1 Where there is high frequency of 

public access to trees (e.g. 
parks/recreation grounds, in and 
around picnic areas, schools, 
children’s playgrounds, popular 
footpaths, car parks, or at the side of 
busy roads)

[1] occasion each year or following a 
severe storm

Zone 2 Trees that are subject to medium 
frequency of public access (e.g. less 
well used footpaths and open space 
areas)

[1] occasion every [2] years

Zone 3 Areas of low public access [1] occasion every [4] years

4.17.2 We undertake reactive tree safety inspections in accordance with Table 7 below:

Table 7 (Tree safety – Response times for reactive inspections)

Category Definition Response
Emergency Zone 1 or Zone 2 trees posing an 

immediate risk to public safety or 
causing an obstruction

Within [2] hours of Notification, or as 
soon as reasonably practicable, and 
make the Service Area safe until 
works can be completed

Zone 1 or Zone 2 tree with a serious 
defect that does not pose an 
immediate risk to public safety.

Within [2] days of NotificationPriority

Zone 3 tree in immediate danger of 
collapse

Within [2] days of Notification

Zone 1 or 2 trees where an 
inspection has been requested

Within [14] days of NotificationRoutine

Zone 3 trees where an inspection 
has been requested

Within [28] days of Notification
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4.17.3 We undertake tree remedial works in accordance with Table 8 below:

Table 8 (Tree safety – Response times for remedial works)

Category Definition Response
Emergency Zone 1 or Zone 2 trees posing an 

immediate risk to public safety or 
causing an obstruction

Within [2] hours of Inspection, or as 
soon as reasonably practicable, 
dependent upon weather conditions

Zone 1 or Zone 2 tree with a serious 
defect that does not pose an 
immediate risk to public safety

Within [4] weeks of InspectionPriority

Zone 3 tree in immediate danger of 
collapse

Within [2] weeks of Inspection

Routine Zone 1 or 2 or 3 trees where non-
urgent remedial work has been 
identified as being required

Within [12] months of Inspection 
subject to implications of seasonal 
requirements

4.18 Watercourses and open water

4.18.1 For all lifesaving equipment and safety signage, including lifebelts where provided or 
required, we:

(a) Undertake [monthly] inspections;

(b) Immediately repair or replace damaged equipment or signage;

(c) Immediately replace missing equipment or signage; and

(d) Maintain a record of all inspections to include details of all damaged or missing 
equipment or signage.

4.18.2 We inspect culverts, grills and outfalls within the Service Area and ensure that they are kept 
clear of detritus and blockages.

4.19 Winter maintenance

4.19.1 Subject to agreement with the County Council, we reallocate resources to snow clearance 
and gritting of priority areas when required.
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Appendix 1 - Cleanliness Grades

Grade Litter
A No litter or refuse.
B Predominantly free of litter and refuse except for some small items.
C Widespread distribution of litter and refuse with minor accumulations.
D Heavily littered with significant accumulations.
Grade Detritus
A No detritus present on the street
B Predominantly free of detritus except for some light scattering
C Widespread distribution of detritus, with minor accumulations
D Extensively covered with detritus, with significant accumulations
Grade Graffiti
A The street is completely free of graffiti

B Some graffiti is present, but it is minor in extent, and many people passing through the street 
would not notice it.

C Graffiti is present to the extent that it would be clearly visible to people passing through the 
street, and visible at a distance from at least one end of the street

D Graffiti is extensive over a large part of the street and is likely to be clearly visible and 
obtrusive to people passing through the street, and visible from any point on the street.

Grade Fly Posting
A The street is completely free from fly posting.

B
Some fly posting is present, but it is minor in nature and it is likely that many people would 
not notice its presence.  This can include tie-bands or other forms of fastening which remain 
after a notice has been removed.

C Fly posting is present on the street to the extent that it is likely to be clearly visible to people 
using the area, and visible at a distance from at least one end of the street.

D Fly posting is extensive throughout much of the street and is clearly visible and obtrusive to 
people passing through the street.  It is also visible from any point on the street.

Grade Weed Control

A The street/alleyway is completely free from visible growing green weeds and brown 
dead/dying weeds.

B
Some green weed growth and some minor brown dead weeds are visible on the 
street/alleyway, but it is minor in nature and it is likely that many people would not notice its 
presence, no weed dead or living stands taller than ten centimetres (10cm).

C
Some green growing and or brown dead weed coverage is present on the street/alleyway to 
the extent that it is likely to be clearly visible to people using the area, and visible at a 
distance from at least one end of the street/alleyway, more than fifty percent (50%) of weeds 
are between ten centimetres (10cm) and twenty centimetres (20cm) tall.

D
Weeds both green growing and or brown coverage is extensive throughout much of the 
street/alleyway and is clearly visible and obtrusive to people passing through.  It is also 
visible from any point on the street.  More than fifty percent (50%) of weeds are over twenty 
centimetres (20cm) tall.


